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unjustly impair their livelihoods. As in other settings, such perceptions of inequity
become a powerful political catalyst when 'moral rights' to subsistence are comprosed by involuntary economic change (Scott 1976, 1985). This article documents the
of shrimpers' livelihoods in recent years and theeffects of TEDs on shrimp catch
ceived by the fishermen who use them. In so doing, this article will demonstrate
t shrimpers' attitudes do not result from an aversion to innovation, as is occasionally
imed by regulatory agencies. Rather, they emerge from perceived threats to fisher' livelihoods and the coastal traditions they represent.
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ABSTR4CTThis article examines how shrimp tishemen in two communities on the Gulf
of Mexico have responded to federal regulations requiring the use of W e Excluder Devices
(TEDs)onshrimp trawlers. Corningat a time ofcontractioninthe fisherydue tolowproducer
prices and high operating cos(s, TED regulations have engendered intense opposition in
many areas. Resistance to TEDs stems from shrimpers' perception that the regulations are
an unjust t h a t to their livelihoods. Such beliefs are not unlike those underlying other
spontaneousresistance movements, such as agrarian uprisings of the poor and dispossessed.
Recommendations for alternatives are made that would provide incentivesfor conservation
while lessening the economic hardship of shrimpers and their families.
Responding to the decline of sea turtle populations in the Gulf of Mexico and south
Atlantic, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) began a research program in
1978 to reduce the mortality of turtles caught in shrimp trawls. All sea turtles that occur
in U.S. waters are listed as endangered under the Endangered Species Act of 1973. The
Act prohibits capture of sea turtles within the United States, U.S. territorial waters, and
on the high seas, except as authorized by the Secretary of Commerce or the Secretary
of the Interior.
The method that NMFS selected to protect sea turtles was theTurtle Excluder Device
(TED), a gear modification to be installed in the trawls of shrimp boats. A variety of
TED designs have been introduced, but all have some common features. The TED
consists of an angled metal grid or mesh that allows shrimp to pass into the catch bag
of the net. Should a turtle or other large object enter the trawl, however, the TED is
designed to eject it through a flap. According to NMFS, a prototype TED design tested
in 1981 was 97%effectivein releasing turtles from shrimp trawls with no loss of shrimp
(Federal Register 1987:24244). Initially promoted as 'Trawling Efficiency Device
TEDs were also supposed toreduce operating costs by eliminating debris and unwan
bycatch from shrimp harvests. Despite these claims and subsequent refinements
device, many shrimp fishermen have come to vehemently resist the use of TED
This article evaluates fishermens' responses to TED regulations in the shrim
communities of Bayou La Batre, Alabama, and BiIoxi, Mississippi.l From dat
collected in these communities in 1989 and 1990, it is apparent that many sh
assessments of TEDs coneast sharply with theclaims of the federal agencies m
their use. Shrimpers' opposition to the device reflected their view that TED regu

troversy and legal background concerning TED use have been thoroughly
ed elsewhere (cf. Durrenherger 1989, 1990; White 1990). In the popular media
issue is usually depicted as a choice between two exclusive options. These
eS pit the societal goal of Sea turtle conservation against the economic
n that the shrimp industry predicts from turtle conservation plans. The
w among many government regulators and sectors of the environmental
that resistance to TEDs by shrimp fishermen is unjustified. This perspecpon a number of assumptions challenged by Gulf of Mexico shrimpers.
cal of these is that shrimp trawling constitutes the greatest source of
mortality, with estimates of sea turtle drownings in shrimp nets ranging
er year in U.S. waters (NAS 1990:3).*Policymakers say thatthey selected
optimal solution to the threatened extinction of several turtle species, one
serve endangered ttutles with minimal economic losses for fishermen.
foundered on the skepticism, then outright hostility, of many shrimp
Ds. Fishermen resisted the devices despite NMFS' claims to have
liinated the catch losses of early designs. At a NMFS select
attended by one of the authors in 1991, federal officials even
lcating a 3.8% increase in shrimp catch (ostensibly from bycatch
ssels employed in experimental TED trials in the Gulf of Mexico.
1s attribute fishermen's rejection of these inducements to their
e, or less politely, ignorance. Elsewhere, White (1989) has demonm shrimp fishing practices are the result of generations of gear
enmentation. Nonetheless, many regulators and environmentaue that shrimp fishermen resist any technology that differs from
complain that TED use in practice does not replicate the low catch
ovemment-sponsored TED trials, regulators commonly attribute
hermens' unfamiliarity with the devices. At the NMFS hearing
e director of South Carolina's Fish and Wildlife Department
concerns with the statement, 'If these guys can't get a TED to
lemisn't a bad TED; maybeits that they're bad shrimpers.'More
e to TEDs is sometimes explained with the assertion that
environmental concerns and have little desire to comply with
any endangered species. To a large extent, this research was
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undertaken to evaluate the claims and counter-claims about fishermen and their
experiences with the new technology.
Given the highly charged attitudes concerning TED use among fishermen, the
authors decided to meet with a local organization of shrimpers prior to undertaking
research. The major research goals discussed with the fishermen were to evaluate the
effects of TEDs on shrimpers' livelihoods, determine the present socioeconomicstatus
of fishermen, and compare this status with data collected among the same informants
three and five years prior to the present study.
The initial reaction to our request for cooperation in the research was one of
considerablecaution. The shrimpers felt that they had been misrepresented to the public
by environmental organizations and government agencies. In one instance, a representativeof an environmentalgroup visited Bayou La Batre to gather information about
shrimp fishing. After spending several days with a shrimping family, the visitor returned
to his Washington office to declare that shrimpers were responsible for considerable
turtle mortality. According to his former hosts in Bayou La Batre, this conclusion was
derived from a single fishing hip in the Gulf that did not involve the capture of any
turtles. While the incident would probably notaffectthelegalstatus ofTEDregulations,
shrimpers were angered by their depiction as ignorant foes of conservation. The
skepticism that greeted our research reflected this confrontational relationship with
outsiders. We did not negotiate the goals of the research with shrimpers, hut such
meetings established some rapport with fishermen, who suggested questions that were
relevant to their concerns. In examining these issues, we were schooled in the causes
of their resistance to TEDs.
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Demographic Profile of Shrimp Copinins in Bayou L a Bare and Biloxi (n=108)
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Socioeconomic Conditions in Shrimping Communities
Bayou La Batre, Alabama, and Biloxi, Mississippi, are two of the largest shrimping
ports along the northern coast of theGulf of Mexico. Eachportis frequented by several
hundred shrimp vessels that generate employment for local seafood processors and
fleet maintenance industries. Yet Bayou La Batre and Biloxi also differ in the degree
of their relative economic dependence on shrimping. Biloxi is a coastal city of over
40,000 permanent residents and at least as many seasonal visitors. In Biloxi, commercia1 fishing is distinctly secondaxy to tourism and revenues from a local air force base.
In contrast, Bayou La Batre is a town of 8,000 residents, most of whom are directly or
indirectly dependent upon the shrimp industry. Despite its small size, Bayou La Batre's
heavy reliance on shrimp fishing makes it the seventh ranked U.S. port in the value of
seafood landings (Graham, Brown and Rees 1988:5).
Table 1provides demographic data on the sample of shrimp boat captains surveyed
in Bayou La Batre and Biloxi. Substantial investments in both livelihood and capital
provide shrimp captains little opportunity for occupationalchange. The average age of
surveyed shrimp captains is approximately46 years. With an average of nearly 23 years
of shrimping experience each, most captains started fishing commercially in their teens
or early twenties. The fact that shrimpers remain in theu region of birth also indicates
their commitment to a maritime occupation. A large majority (75%) of the fishermen
surveyed in Bayou La Batre were born in the community or surrounding region and

ts continued to operate from Bayou La Batre in early 1992. For Bayou La
re shrimpers, mean annual income fell steadily from $23,750 in 1984 to

bulion of Shrimp Fishing CruJ Licenses Issued by Alabama for 1988-1991

c profile of Biloxi and Bayou La Batre shrimpers (table 3) indicates
ome and expenditures in fishing activities. While 72% of Bayou LaBatre
engaged solely in shrimp fishing, the remainder seasonallysupplemented
s with other types of fishing, as well as employment in land-based sectors

such as ship-building and construction. In Bayou La Batre, approximately 69% of the
sample's average household income came from shrimping, with off-season work and
wives' contributions comprising the remainder. There is considerably more specialization in shrimping in Bayou La Batre than in Biloxi, where fin-fishing, oystering, and
crab fishing are alternate seasonal activities for shrimp fishermen.
Table 3. Economic Pro/ile of Silrimp Caprahs in Bayou La Bolre andBibxi (n=108)
Mean
Shrimping income

Median

Range
SOa5.000

Est. boat value

$19,717
$2 11,063

$19,500
$2112500

S16,000-750,000

ESLsaie value

$125,953

5148,500

$0.Iw,000

werating costs

per mp
per year

Best years income'
Worst years income*'

S3,315

$4,000

$45-7.500

$60,217

S75.000

$3,200-144.000

$39,559

$38,030

$2000-100,030

S11.819

$13,000

$0-70.000

* Best year's mode

"'Worst vear's mode
Crisis in the Gulf Shrimp Fishery
Previous research (Durrenberger 1988, 1990;White 1989) has documented shrimpers'
attitudes toward TEDs, but does not address the current status of the Gulf shrimp
fishery, which in large part is responsible for the intensity of their resistance.Thecurrent
economic crisis facing many shrimpers can be attributed to two trends originating in
the past two decades. Escalating fuel prices since the early 1970s greatly increased
production costs, particulariy for the large offshore boats that had come to dominate
the local fleet since the 1950s. A loan program of the Department of Commerce
facilitated the purchase and upgrading of shrimp boats in the 1970%much as
turd policies encouraged land and equipment acquisition among farmers. Govern
loan programs permitted fleet expansion despite increasing fuel and other ope
costs. Initially, climbing operating costs could be offset by increased retail p
shrimp. By the mid 1980s,however, the price of Gulf of Mexico shrimp was no lon
determined by the operating costs of the U.S. shrimp fleet, hut by imports into
American market. From 31% of the fresh shrimp sold in the U.S. in 1980, imp0
shrimp made up 72% of U.S. sales by 1989 (Roberts 1990:9).
Most imported shrimp is produced under aquaculture in mainland China,
Taiwan, and Ecuador (ibid.) Aquaculture shrimp is heavily subsidized by na
governments, which have been encouraged by international lending
promote shrimp as an export commodity. State agencies generally provi
inputs, and technical assistance to aquaculture operations at below market cost
shrimp farms take advantage of labor costs as low as .25 per hour (Bailey 1988:3
addition to its extremely competitive prices, aquaculture shrimp are produced in

standardized sizes that are convenient for American processors and restaurant suppliers. Standardization greatly reduces the amount of manual sorting required for
repackaging and processing, permitting work force reductions and payroll savings.
Several shrimp processors in Bayou La Batre that originally serviced the local fleet
now deal exclusively with imported shrimp.
Largely due to shrimp importation, prices for shrimp caught by U.S. trawlers have
fallen to lower absolute levels than a decade ago. In 1989 Gulf of Mexico shrimpers
eived on average $1.29 per pound of shrimp, compared to $1.37 per pound in 1980
onymous 1990b:9). During the same period, operating costs continued to climb
to fuel and insurance price increases. Between 1985 and 1989, reported fuel and
ly costs for Bayou La Batre offshore shrimp trawlers increased from an average
82,800 per year to $92,905.
shrimping constitutes the largest share of the household income of Bayou
hermen, diminished earnings have reduced standards of living and forced
to make severe economic adjustments. At present, slightly over 49% of the
mpers work outside the home to supplement their husbands' eamings.
eamings now account for 31% of the tot& income of shrimping households.
rsening economic status of fishing households is indicated by the fact that most
working wives entered the labor marketwithin the last five years, and 32% began
outside the home in the last year alone. While a pattern of two wage earning
heads o i househ~~ld
i\ ;~lmm,Inm s n g 1niJJIc class A~nericans,11 I.; n,]t e.~s~ly
rxi~ncilahle \\ihthe Je~narxils, l i m n ) ilshlng householdi ,ci Snle, 1972: Acheon 19x9
sential support roles for captains and
pects of the shrimping operation and
e fishing crew was at sea or in nonlocal ports. In order to
the labor market, wives' ability to provide these support
anges in the householdeconomy also exact psychological
ou La Batre informant noted of her shrimper husband:
t things at home that he shouldn't have to worry about. He should [only] have

'I do that it's gonna affect his work, and he's not gonna produce (Thomas

fishing operation in the short-term,
and loss of viability. Sixty percent of the
Batre have changed crew composition or pay rates
ses. Some 23.1% laid off crewmembers, reduced pay to
s. Crew reduction and use of inexperienced
reater risk of injury. Approximately 35%
verage of $13,000 per year, hut it can also result in the loss of
liability in the event of a crewmember's accident. Similarly,

while second home mortgages may raise needed cash for boat repairs, in several
instancesin Bayou LaBatre they have resulted in homelessness whenafamily's fishing
operation was forced out of business.
In Bayou La Bane, 8 1.2% of all shrimpers report that they have made major austerity
adjustments to the current economic crisis of the fishery. These responses range from
deferring major purchases and educational expenses for children to taking out second
home mortgages. Despite such sacrifices, many shrimpers continue to face the prospect
of bankruptcy. This fact contributes to a measurable sense of despair among many
fishermen.' Among the 68 shrimpers interviewed in Bayou La Batre in 1990, two
suicides were reported in the following year. In both cases, captains shot themselves
after their boats were foreclosed.
Given such discouraging aends, the economically rational course of action would
be to abandon the fishery altogether. Yet few shrimpers can do so without crushing
losses or the prospect of prolonged unemployment. Substantial investments in shrimp
boats severely limit the occupational mobility of boat owners. The declining economic
status of the fishery, combined with the prospect of smcter federal regulation, have
meatlv,reduced the market value of shrimu boats. The few shrimp boat transactions in
Bayou La Bane take place almost exclu&ely with buyers from Central America or
west Africa, who hope to take advantage of low vessel prices in the U.S. In Bayou La
Batre, the average reported capital investment in shrimp boats is $261,000, while their
average market value is only $163,000. Hence, sale without bankruptcy is a remote
prospect for most fishermen wishing to leave the industry. Similar data exist for the
Biloxi fleet, where the average capital investment in a shrimp boat ($125,000) is more
than double its present market value.
Shrimpers state that they can only respond to their imperiled economic status wi
intensified work effort and austerity at home. While informants' average number
fishing mps per year declined slightly in the late 1980s (from 24.9 in 1985 to 21.7
1989), their total time at sea increased from approximately 180 to 189 days. Fishermen
state that they are taking longer trips to compensate for high operating costs and low
producer prices. White (1989) reveals how the stress of work routines in the fishery has
increased in recent years. Merely to remain in business under curent conditions,
fishermen report working an average of nearly 100 hours per week during fishing mps
(ibid.:75). This represents a subsmtial increase over work effortjust a decade ago (ibi
The decline of the fishery was evident by the late 1980s when TED regulati
were introduced. From the perspective of fishermen, the device poses a decisive th
to their livelihood because of its reduction in shrimp yields (cf. Mialjevich 198
Fishermen contend that TEDs easily become clogged with debris and bycatch, cau
shrimp to be deflected out of the turtle exit flap in the net. Bayou La Bare fishe
estimate their catch losses when using TEDs at 33.8% on average, although
perceptions of catch reduction vary widely (table 4). Nearly 42% of those intervie
(45 out of 108) reported shrimp losses of between 25% and 35%. Given then
profit margins of most fishermen in recent years, such severe losses may prove
to many shrimping operations. Direct shrimp losses do not fully indicate the lost
value of fishing trips made while using TEDs. Fishermen report major losses
weakened and tom nets, hang-ups on undenvater obstructions, and increased do
time due to the need to check and clean nets of debris more frequently.
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9
16
29
6
12
4
17

3.7
8.4
14.8
26.8
5.6
11.1
3.7
15.7

riences stand in sharp contrast to TEDs datacollected inNFblS testing
gulators assert that actual shrimp losses when TEDs are used
d 4% of total catch. Most shrimpers reject such claims, asserting
s were conducted under ideal circumstances of short trawls and
oms. At least one federal official has privately acknowledged the
dicating that trawling times were shortenedunder testingprocedures
t number of mals (Durenburger 1990:78). Many
assert that shrimpers' problems with TED use do not represent an
. Rather, they contend that catch losses result from inexperience
e tune' the device in ways that would improve its performance.
NMFS' records of catch loss are widely at variance, trawl tests
ican government tend to more closely support the former: under
sts using side-by-side TED-equipped and unmodified nets, Mexican
a 17% loss in shrimp catch (Vidal 1988).

tive response to Turtle Excluder Devices was unanticipated
.Beginning in 1980, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
organized meetings between representatives of government,
s and the shrimp industry to solve the problem of turtle capture
these meetings, industq representatives agreed to implement a
gram. By 1985, it was apparent that few shrimpers remained in
r environmental groups sued the federal government to require
Ds, the government announced a gradual phase-in of mandatory
987. Until 1989, enforcement agents would only issue warnings
not use TEDs in required areas.

,-
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Indushy members who negotiated these measures were unable to secure the
agreement of the shrimpers they ostensibly represented. Some shrimpers openly
declared that they would sunender their boats and go to prison before submitting to
TED regulations: Public hearings mandated under the proposed regulations were held
in Washington D.C. and in sixteen sites throughout the Southeast. Government officials
noted that they had never seen more people turn out to comment on any previous
fisheries regulation (Conner 1987: 14). At a public hearing in Thibodaux, Louisiana,
5,600 people filled the civic auditorium to capacity, forcing deployment of state police
to maintain order. At meetings in Mississippi and Alabama, fishermen were turned
away at the door for lack of space. From such meetings, and dissatisfaction with their
appointed representatives, fishermen formed the Concerned Shrimpers of America in
1987 as a movement to overturn TED regulations.
Following the public hearing process and formation of CSA, shrimpers' organized
opposition became so intense that the federal government repeatedly postponed its
planned imposition of the regulations. Mail to congressional representatives from the
southeastern states reportedly ran against the mandatory use of TEDs by a factor of
ten-to-one (Connor 1987:14). Conmessional delegations from these states introduced
legislation ;hat would delay TED regulations untilthe shrimp loss problem associated
with the devices was reduced. Under pressure from constituents, state authorities in
Louisiana instructed local fish and g&e officials not to cooperate with the federal
government in TED enforcement. Federal authorities charged with TED enforcement
also vacillated in the face of such pressure. Following the imposition of mandatory
TED regulations in May, 1989, the U.S. Secretary of Commerce inshucted enforcement
agents to only issue wamings for TED violations until July.
During that summer shrimpers complained that seagrasses were clogging all approved TED designs in the Gulf, resulting in high shrimp losses. Despite shrimpers'
warnings that frustration with the devices had reached a volatile level, the Secretary of
Commerce ordered the Coast Guard to proceed with TED enforcement on July 22,
1989. This announcement provoked mass civil disobedience the following day, as
shrimpers along the Gulf coast formed blockades at ship channels in Texas
Louisiana. At Aransas Pass, Texas, over 150 shrimp boats trapped Coast Guard cu
in a blockade, prompting them to request assistance from the National Guard. Des
the use of water cannon against shrimpers and attempts to cut their anchorchains, Coa
Guard ships remained trapped for several hours. Similar confrontations were repea
in the ship channels at Galveston, Port Arthur, and Brownsville, Texas, and Camer
Louisiana (Durrenberger 1990).
On July 24, the Secretary called for a regulatory change that would permit li
90 minute tow times in lieu of pulling TEDs. Tow time limitations were base
claim that turtle mo~talityin shrimp nets was negligible during short trawling
Shrimpers considered tow limits preferable to TEDs, but argued that time res
disrupted already stressed work and sleep routines. Environmentalists contended
tow Limitations could not be enforced. The Secretary's decision was intended to pre
further outbreaks of civil disobedience, but it caused the National Wildlife Founda
and other environmental groups to file suit against him for failing to enforce
Endangered Species Act. With the Secretary's direction, TED enforcement by theC
Guard finally went into effect on October 15, 1989.
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end, organized resistance among shrimpers failed to stem the tide of TED
ns. Yet the fact that federal authorities were repeatedly forced to postpone
rcement indicates that collective resistance had some political effect. The coalesf shrimp fishermen in a resistance movement was unprecedented in the Gulf of
in recent times. Shrimpers themselves were surprised at the growth of their
nt, for they often describe themselves as fiercely independent.5 Such percepithstanding, few fishermen could be considered individualistic by the nature
ork. Most shrimpers have informal fishing partnerships with other captains
are sustained over decades. Partners typically fish in close proximity
r in order to exchange information about shrimp availability and
emergency assistance if needed. Social networks linkcaptains tocrewmembers
other through fishemens' wives, who often depend on one another for
'Idcare. While fishermen stress an ideal of autonomy and independence,
e the risks of a fishing livelihood make them heavily interdependent.
ng y, the movement against TEDs encompassed both native white and
fishermen. Until recently, many white fishermen viewed Vietnamese
as comoetitors for limited shrimp stocks. In some communities, Indochis were persecuted by racial hate &upsduring the 1970s. By thelate 1980%
terethnic cooperation had grown noticeably in places like Biloxi (Campany
Bayou ~a Batre. In part greater acceptice of southeast Asians has
m the multiethnic composition of the CSA and the broader movement
. Among white Bayou La Batre shrimpers, 47.4 percent stated that
een American and Vietnamese fishermen had improved as aresult of the
me fishermen confessed that their opinions of Vietnamese were changed
volvement in the Port Aransas blockade, which made them realize, in the
formant, 'that we're all in the same boat now.'

eir foes alike were surprised by the tenacity of their opposition to TED

e growth of collective resistance is in part due to the 'moral economy'
movement. As historians andanthropologists havenotedinavariety
1966; Wolf 1969; Scott 1976), the most compelling motive
s of the dispossessed have not usually been radical egalitarian
owever much these are articulated by the leaders of such moveimplicit belief in a moral 'right to subsistence' (Scott 1976:33)
poor peoples' movements throughout history. From this 'moral
nt, any claim by the powerful that diminishes the ability of the poor
sistence needs is considered unjust. Under colonialism, imposed
enure and taxation often violated peasants' perceived right to a
oked vehement resistance. Such sentiments culminated in revolued the contemporary world (Wolf 1969).
ments based on a 'moral economy' ethic have not been limited to
to nonmarket economies in which 'subsistence' is measured solely
'cal and caloric minima. In industrialized societies, perceptions of

injustice arise when living standards decline and the chance of upward mobility is
foreclosed for significant sectors of the population (Piven and Cloward 1979). Fishermen, too, have repeatedly organized collective defense against outside intrusion on
traditional fishing practices (Taylor 1987; Durrenberger and Pilsson 1988). Where
technological changes or alterations in resource access and management are seen to
threaten the subsistence rights of community members, fishermen have joined together
in formidable movements of self-defense(Byron 1980).
A comparable 'moral economy' dimension may be discerned in the resistance
movement against TEDs. Faced with spiraling operating costs and decliningprices for
their products, many shrimp fishermen were already operating at a break-even point
by the mid-1980s. Shrimpers initially sought individual solutions to their economic
problems. Many responded to rising costs and declining prices by leaving the indusby
when possible; otherwise, they reduced operating costs, intensified work effort, and
ultimately accepted reduced living standards.
With such strategies already in place at the time of TED regulations, most shrimpers
had little additional ability to absorb the losses associated with TEDs. With the
exhaustion of individual responses, the growth of collective opposition became the
final recourse open to shrimpers. The few options available to shrimpers faced with a
crisis of livelihood also account for the acts of desperation that have characterized the
movement, such as spontaneouscivil disobedience,vows to defy the law, and the public
burning of TEDs. Under the circumstances, many shrimpers have felt
little left to lose. Fishermen and their families express a nearly palpab
their inability to remain in business despite such sacrifices. The comments of the wi
of one fishermen with 23 years of experience were typical in this respect:
It seems like its something that king forced on us because if it wasn't for the impom and those
lEDs they could go out there and make a living...I mean its not like they've robbed the Gulf of
shnmp. TDe s h h p are there, hut they have to let half of them go in their nets and then when they
hting whatdo get they don't getany price because [processors]can buy imporledshrimpsocheap
(Thomas 1990:31)

In other fisheries, resistance is often directed against regulato~ypolicies p
be unfair (Gale 1991). Fishermen do not consider external management
to be unjust in itself, but policies that do not equitably share the burdens of mana
are often deeply resented (Schweri and Van Willigen 1984). Such percep
injustice underlie much of the opposition to TEDs, for shrimpers believe that
being forced to assume exclusive responsibility for turtle conservat
conclude that it is only their comparative political powerlessness that acc
government's imposition of TED regulations while it fails to regulate be
estate development, offshore oil drilling, and ocean waste disposal. Given
perceptions of unfairness, it is not surprising that many shrimpers amibu
torial intent to TED regulations. Many shrimpers believe that the reg
convenient pretext for excluding them from coastal areas highly de
influential groups, such as developers, recreational fishermen, oilcompanies,
disposal firms. As evidence, they point to the close, if paradoxical, relationshi
between some environmental organizations and corporate donors, whic
of the largest polluters in the Gulf of Mexico (cf. Pel1 1990).

(1981) has noted that rules perceived as unfair can cause reactions that
resource management itself. Fishermen in Gloucester, Massachusetts,
y of the provisions of the Groundfish Management Plan for New England
, which supplanted earlier informal management practices developed by
and Van Maanen 1979). Among

epression. Foot dragging, dissembling, 'defensive ignorance,' and artful

areas, some shrimpers claiming that their boats
gunpoint. Fishermen nonetheless continue to
Nearly ten percent of the offshore shrimpers in
do not use TEDs while shrimping as legally required.
of such behavior, actual rates of noncompliance are

ut the turtle exits on TEDs. These acts are not intended to trap
TEDs begin to clog. While TEDs
s from some distance, the practice of sewing them shut can be
e inspection. Coast Guard teams have to board such vessels to
in violation of the law. Although this occasionally happens,
here illegal modifications cannot

from unpopular forms of material domination, e.g. taxation, rent, and forced deliveries
of crops (Scott 1989:27). The powerless respond in more aggressive fashion to denial
of status and humiliation by the powerful. Here is the 'hidden transscript of anger' by
which the poor answer indignities suffered at the hands of elites (ibid.). Fromsymbolic
rebellion in ritual and folk tales to actual arson, destruction of machinery, and murder
through poisoning or ambush, the powerless retaliate against those who would deny
them self-respect. Beneath the public veneer of deference expected of the poor, then,
there is often frustrated aggression that cannot be permanently contained. Such
frustration is evident among fishermen who feel powerless before distant officials and
an unsympathetic press, neither of which seem to acknowledge their concerns.
Despite their objections toTEDs, shrimpers argue that they were sympathetic to sea
turtles in the past. stating that they, too, have a right to a healthy marine environment.
Shrimpers contend that they formerly resucitated unconscious sea turtles caught in their
nets, while noting that the Endangered Species Act prevents them from doing so at
present.6 Despite shrimpers' denials, the media occasionally suggest that shrimp
fishermen intentionallykill sea tunles stranded in their nets (cf. Williams 1989). In one
highly publicized case in Florida, a shrimp captain was led to jail in handcuffs after a
former deckhand claimed that he was fired for refusing to slit the throats of captured
turtles. It was subsequently learned that the deckhand had fabricated the accusation
after being fred for drug use while working (Anonymous 1990a:2). Nonetheless, there
occur sporadic reports of mutilated sea turtles washing up on beaches dong the Atlantic
coast. While the perpetrators of these acts have not been identified, it is possible that
they represent a form of protest against TED regulations. However drastic, the killing
of turtles does not surprise coastal residents familiar with the desperation of fishermen
in the current economic and regulatory climate. If these actions are the 'weapons of
the weak' that Scott discerns in the acts of the powerless, then the intent of TED
regulations threatens to be quietly subverted by the tide of frustration and resentment
they have engendered.

Conclusions

:

shrimp fishing, particularly as represented in communities like Bayou La Batre, is not
only the basis of livelihoods along the Gulf of Mexico, but comprises a distinctive
American subculture. Since the late nineteenth century, when local commercial fishe
ies were established, Bayou La Batre has developed a unique set of economic activiti
and social relationships based upon the natural, technological, and social cycles of
&imp fishing. The distinctive character of the community derives in large pari fro
this occupational specialization and the relationships of mutual dependence betwee
captains, crews, families, and fums that develop fromit (Thomas and Formicella 1
While cities such as Biloxi generate considerableemploymentoutside the shrimp fi
in ~ ~ La ~Batreothe economic
u
well-being of at least 75% of aU local employmen
sources are directly linked to the shrimp industry (ibid.). When that fishery is threaten
with extinction, $0 is a coastal subculture. It is not coincidental that when asked in
open-ended question what they feared the most from TED regulations, approximat
70 percent of Bayou La Batre shrimpers volunteered 'losing our way of life.'

While the high catch losses associated with TED use do threaten this way of life,
TED regulations are only the most visible symbol of the indusw's troubles. E~~~ if
the regulations were rescinded, fishermen would still have to contend with producer
Prices that barely meet their operating costs. The 'moral economy' perspective suggests
that the industry's economic and regulatory problenls are intertwined. hi^ view not
only elucidates the sources of shrimpers' resistance, but also suggests a resolution of
the apparently conflicting gods of conservation and livelihood. Given their perilous
economic sfatus, any easing of the crisis facing shrimpers would also diminish their
esist*ce to TED regulations. Shrimpers readily acknowledge this when stating that
hey would comply with TEDregulations if they wereable to continue to makealiving
hen using the devices. At public hearings, fishermen both challenge and plead with
w them bow to obtain the three to four percent shrimp losses of
TED trials SO that they may legally continue to make a living.
e survival of the domestic shrimp industty, at least as a legal entity, is doubtful
ong as producer prices remain depressed by unregulated shrimp importation, ~h~
ral government has repeatedly enacted 'anti-dumping' legislation to protect the
estic computer indusny, garment manufacturing, and farmers of certain crops. yet
as not considered similar provisions against imported aquacultwe shrimp, despite
t that cultured shrimp is heavily subsidized by national governments and lending
es. Policies that would prohibit shrimp imports from counhies lackingTED laws
Impose tariffs On imported shrimp sold below market value admittedly entail
nsumer costs. In distributing the costs of turtle conservation across all sectors of
tiatives would also greatly lessen the perceived unfairness of
nt of a resistance movement shrimpers assert the claim that if
a societal goal, then it must be a societal cost as well.
onsider it inherently unfair to impose such costs exclusively upon a small
e Population that is already struggling to earn a living. In the absence of
TED use, shrimpers' probable response to TED regulations will be
open and covert defiance. Besides inevitably raising government enforce.
s, the silent evasion and sabotage practiced by thousands of shrimpers may
e god of CO~servationpolicies. Alternately, policies that provide far
es for TED use and development hold out the only genuine possibility
both marine turtles and coastal communities that follow a way of life

cted with a p r o m development grant from the ~ i s ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~ i . ~ l
89AA-DSG016). WerhankJ.StephenThomasforhisa~sismcein-~h
Ysis, and John van W~lligenfor his edilonal suggestions.wedsothank ~ h r i ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~
BenRichards for their help in datacollection. Notwithsmdrng !heseconmbution$ we
e for !he conclusions slated here.

fishermen are in violation Of federal law and subject to a %20,WOfine if they retain an animal on deck
long enough toreviveit. Unconscious turtles must now be returned to the water immediately upon capture
iffishemen are to avoid the fines enforced by the Coast Guard. Imnically, animals thatwould have once
been saved are now condemned to a greatly reduced chance of survival.

Notes
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documentationof the same individuals prior toand following theintroductionofTEDregulations. Aspan
of a cross-sectional comparison, the research was extended to Biloxi in 1990, where an additional 40
shrimpers were interviewed. The original sampling procedure entailed dockside encounters with
fishermen as they boarded or disembarked from their boats. This procedure was nonrandom but resulted
in interviews with vinually all native fishermen based in Bayou La Batre. Due to the absence of !xained
interpreters, only rwo bilingual Viemamese captains could be interviewed, out of an estimated 15
Vietnamese offshore fishingoperations in the Bayou.
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